
 

‘Jungle’ 
Autumn 1 

English 
RWI Spelling 

* Instructions –: Pumpkin Soup 

* Recount - Trip to Twycross Zoo (conservation) 

*Stories with familiar settings -Walking through the jungle, The Tiger and 

the Jackal, Gorilla (habitats/conservation) and Zoo (respect). 

*Poetry - Rumble in the jungle 

*Drama: Habitat Jungle Hassle – Science based community drama – 
(endangered habitats – man destroying land) 

–

Maths   

*Place Value 

*Addition and Subtraction 

Science  * Learn about the different kinds of plants and animals in the 

local and contrasting environment (jungle). 

* Learn that different conditions are the reason why the different plants and 

animals are found in each place, e.g. monkeys live in the jungle because they live 

in the trees and eat the fruit and insects. 

* Name the different parts of a plant and describe the function of each part. 

Discuss the difference between plants found locally and those found in a jungle 

(tropical climate). 

*Learn about food chains – environmental effects on food chains. Art/DT 

* Identify differences in natural forms, using a camera take close up 

photographs. Make sketches of these natural forms. 

*. Look at Acanthus wallpaper, 1875 designed by William Morris, work by 

Georgia O’Keeffe – White Trumpet Flower 1932 and Henri Matisse – Tiger in 

a storm. 

* Enlarge previous drawings to a bigger scale and become more aware of 

space and design elements 

* Create a collage of a jungle scene. *Make jungle animal masks. 

Computing Unit 2.1 Coding  

* Learn about the need and purpose of a user name and 

password. 
 

*Practice using the keyboard to log-on, type own name. 

 

*To introduce algorithms. 

 

*To use Repeat and Timer commands. 

 

*To explore debugging simple programs. 

 

*Create a computer program using different objects. 

 

*Create a more complex program to retell a story, using 

2Code. 

 

Geography/History 

* Identify where places are by using maps, atlases and 

 globes. Locate North America/Mexico/Tocuaro. 

*Learn about the 7 continents. 

*Investigate Tocuaro by using secondary sources – 
 photographs/internet to find information about the 

 Horta family. 

*Describe the main physical and human features of 

 Tocuaro/Tankersley. 

*Compare the life of the Horta family with their own  

families.  

*Compare the working life of the Horta family and their 

 own parents. Design traditional Mexican masks. 

*Compare the technological differences / water 

 pollution. 

RE 

*Describe Christian family celebrations throughout the year 

– weddings/baptisms/Easter… 

*Learn about the importance of a Christian wedding and 

Baptism service. 

*Discuss the importance of harvest and how and why it is 

celebrated – food from around the world 

*Learn about the meaning of a Christian Confirmation. 

 

PE 

*Gymnastics 

Music  

*Jolly music scheme 

*Learn songs and rhymes using 

different voices 

*Perform in a group and individually 

*Perform with accurate pitch and 

pulse when singing 

*Body percussion 

 

PHCE Rules of Law and Responsibilities 

* Make and establish classroom rules – rule of law. 

* Discuss that they are part of a group and are similar in many ways. 

* Understand that everyone belongs to a community. 

*Make a Class charter. Make a welcome to Class 2 poster – rule of law 

* Understand what is fair and unfair, kind and unkind, right and 

wrong. 

* To understand how my behaviour affects other people. 

 

 

Class 2 

Educational visit: Twycross 

Zoo 

Enquiry: As enquiring people we will explore the similarities 

and differences between ourselves and others in the world. 

Enterprise: As enterprising people we will discover how people 

in Tocuaro live and the jobs they do to earn money. 

Community: As members of a community we will learn about 

Christian celebrations/festivals celebrated in our community church. 


